
2019 Alezan / La Tangente “L’Excuse" 

Patrice and Rémi Bonneton are based in the quaint 
village of Tain L’Hermitage in the northern Rhone, where 
they have planted a few acres of vines on the famed 
granite slopes of the region. The domaine is tiny, just 2 
hectares of vines on steep terrain, which they work 
entirely by hand and the help of their two horses, some 
pick axes and a winch. It’s slow, hard work, but they take 
great joy in it. At the fairs in January, they were positively 
radiant, pouring big tastes, laughing hard while they 
shared their slowly growing set of wines: rosé, pet nats,  
light reds, big whites, orange wines. I freaking love tasting 
wines from people who are still finding out what their 
domaine will look like—there is an honesty and energy 
that I find positively thrilling. It’s counterintuitive, perhaps, 
but they use their “best” estate fruit for pet-nats and make 
their more “serious” wines from fruit purchased from 
some friends just to the South.  “L’Excuse” is one of the 
latter: a blend of Cinsault from the South and Gamay 
from the Beaujolais, fermented whole cluster and bottled 
in the late spring. It’s light, spicy, juicy and 
belongs on a table beside a rack of ribs. Put 
some fruit in the sauce and think of Kosuke. 

2019 Alezan / La Tangente "Metonymia" 

For a background on this domaine, just check out 
the writeup to the left <<< 

“Metonymia” is their ¡ORANGE WINE! They 
macerate ripe Viognier for a week, direct press 
some whole cluster Chardonnay and Grenache 
Blanc, and then blend it all together. I’ve never 
heard of a wine with those components, and it’s one 
of the reasons these wines are so exciting: they 
don’t follow any recipes, but rather the immanent 
logic of the fruit at their disposal. In this case, that’s 
a crazy combination of fruit harvested early because 
of unprecedented summer heat, and some lush 
Viognier luckily protected in a cool cleft of a south 
facing mountain. The resulting wine has a just-ripe 
mango vibe. Perfect. By the way, Metonymia is a 
greek term that translates as metonymy, which is a 
figure of speech in which something is referred to 
by the name of something closely associated with 

the thing in question. It literally 
means “a change of name.” So just 
think about that when you’re 
drinking this wine.

2018 Manon Adelaide Hills Pinot 
Noir 

I made a clandestine visit to the Bay 
back in June and Quentin blinded 
me on this wine. Myopic francophile 
that I am, I thought it was Burgundy 
from Julien Guillot. Alas, no. It is 
Australian Pinot Noir! And one of 
the best I’ve ever tried: ripe, spicy 
and lifted. I’ve honestly never had a 
wine like this from Australia: so 

much poise and confidence, combined with an obvious commitment to avant-garde, 
chemical-free farming and winemaking. Monique comes from a Kiwi winemaking 
family and Tim was a cook in some of Australia’s best restaurant. They moved to the 
south of the continent and now run a farm filled with vines, orchards and lots of 
kangaroos. This Pinot is all whole cluster, fermented for 15 days without touching it at 
all (kinda cool), and then aged in barrel until everything worked itself out. It’s pitch 
perfect. Drink with duck and wild mushrooms. 

O R D I N A I R E  C L U B

2 0 1 9 L e s L u n e s B a r r a V i n e y a r d 
Chardonnay 

Diego and Shaunt are two of the most 
thoughtful vignerons in California. I’m 
perpetually delighted by each new release, 
which often entails new styles, new vineyards, 
new labels, etc. But what never changes is 
their commitment to good farming, simple 
winemaking, and the belief that wine can and 
should play a role in making society better. 
They are profusely generous with their time 
and ideas, turning their experience working in 
Europe and California into an open source for aspiring winemakers. And they are 
deeply involved in trying to diversify the industry through education and empowerment 
of BIPOC industry workers. This is their Chardonnay, made from 50-year old vines in 
Mendocino. In a nod to Chardonnay maestro Philippe Valette, with whom Shaunt 
worked, the fruit is harvested at perfect ripeness, and then fermented on the lees in old 
oak barrels, leading to bright acidity tearing through lush orchard fruit. Chardonnay is 
back! Don’t be scared. Drink it. Enjoy it. Tell your friends.
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